
Lecture 10 - Oct. 17

Testing Exceptions & TDD

Console Testers vs. JUnit Tests
Regression Testing



Announcements
- Programming Test 1 Results: by the middle of next week
- Lab2 due this Friday
- Look ahead: WrittenTest2 & ProgTest2
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Coming Up with Test Cases: A Single, Bounded Variable

Boundries:
Counter.MIN_VALUE <= c.value <= Counter.MAX_VALUE

c.value == 0 c.value == 1 c.value == 2 c.value == 3

c.increment()

c.decrement()
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A Default Test Case that Fails

Q: What is the easiest way to making this test pass?
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⑦) IndexOntOfBoundsException
to an integer expression
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Examples: JUnit Assertions (1)
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Examples: JUnit Assertions (2)
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What if increment is 
implemented correctly?

What if increment is 
implemented incorrectly?
e.g., It only throws VTSE
      when c.value < 0

JUnit: Where an Exception is Not Expected
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Console Tester  

JUnit Test
JUnit: Where an Exception is Expected (1)
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JUnit Test

Console Tester  

JUnit: where an Exception is Expected (2.1)
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JUnit Test

JUnit: where an Exception is Expected (2.2)
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Recall the alternative to ConuterTester2 
that has un-nested try-catch blocks.

Console Tester  

Why is the JUnit test 
logically correct 
but the Console Tester is not?
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Exercise

Hint: Say Line 12 is executed, 
       is it clear if that ValueTooLargeException was thrown as expected?
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Testing Many Values in a Single Test
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Test-Driven Development (TDD): Regression Testing
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